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Abstract—Sentiment Analysis, concerns with the analysis of
ideas, emotions, evaluations, values, attitudes and feelings
about products, services, companies, individuals, tasks, events,
titles and their characteristics. With the increase in
applications on the Internet and social networks, Sentiment
Analysis has become more crucial in the field of text mining
research and has since been used to explore the opinions of
users about various products or topics discussed over the
Internet. Developments in the fields of Natural Language
Processing and Computational Linguistics have contributed
positively to Sentiment Analysis studies especially for
sentiments written in non-structured or semi-structured
languages. In this paper, we presents a literature review on the
preprocessing, an analytical and comparative study of different
researches conducted on sentiment analysis in Arabic social
networks. Our comparison analyzes in more detail the
preprocessing (stop words, stemming…) steps which are very
important in sentiment analysis process success and are the
most difficult especially in the case where the comments are
written in Arabic dialect.
Keywords— Preprocessing, Arabic Dialect, Sentiment
mining, Stop-words, Stemming

INTRODUCTION
This Today social networks have become in some way
one of the most popular communication tools. These
environments are used by people of all ages, cultures and
social categories to convey variant messages and can reach a
global audience. Several platforms on the Web and social
networks like Facebook, Twitter… allow peoples to file
opinions, share experiences or simply talk about everything
about them online [1].The monitoring of social media has
become an important way for analyzing and detecting trends,
studying and evaluating opinions on various topics such as
politics [2], services (teachings, health...), marketing [3] and
business products.
People can share their opinions in an environment
without constraint and, companies can extract useful ideas
for their decision-making process [5]. To quantify what
people think from textual qualitative data, a polarity
classification task for detecting positive, negative, or neutral
text is required [6]. Although, the large number of research
available on the analysis of documents such as newspaper
articles, journals, there are still several open questions to
tackle on the real nature of the messages available online
social networks.

Actually, many works are devoted to sentiment analysis
from textual data over structured languages, however, much
less effort are dedicated to provide a precise classification of
sentiment for unstructured languages in general and more
specifically for the Moroccan dialect "Darija". In our last
work [7] we carried out a state of the art and a comparative
study of research done in recent years on sentiment analysis
.In addition to other finding, we deduced that, most of
researches translate the comments in a structured language
such as English to analyze them and that there are no
standard resources for unstructured languages, in particular
for Maroccan Darija (MDL). Specially, with the fact that,
Comments in Darija can be wrote in Arabic characters, in
Latin character or both of them. This makes automatic
processing more difficult to achieve.
In fact, user-generated content on the Web is generally
unstructured and need important preprocessing steps and
analysis to extract useful knowledge [8]. These steps depend
on the nature of the language (structured or unstructured) and
generally different from one research to another. Their
objective is clean, normalize, transform and reduce the data
size in order to adapt it to the learning algorithm.
The complete process of sentiment analysis includes data
collection steps, preprocessing of the text, sensing of
sentiment, classification of sentiment [9]. Nevertheless, the
preprocessing step is the most important in the analysis of
feelings because the messages in the social networks are
characterized by expressions colloquial, abbreviations,
emoticons [10], a lengthening of words, a capital letter
irregular and they are not generally conform to the canonical
grammatical rules.

Preprocessing phase is faced to several problems which
are related to the sentiment analysis context. Indeed, Words
belonging to different parts of speech must be treated
according to their linguistic role (adjective, nouns, verbs,
etc.). The Word style (bold, italic and underline) is not
always available in online social media platforms and is
often replaced by some language conventions. The
lengthening of words like "it'sseeeeeerious" (commonly
known as expressive elongation or Word stretching) is an
example of new language conventions that are today very
popular in online platforms [11]. Other problems are related
to additional terms such as the abbreviation expressions that
are additional paralinguistic elements used in non-verbal

communication in online social networks [12]. The Hashtags
which are widely used in online social networks [13] to
express one or more specific feelings. The distinction
between sentiment hashtags and subject hashtags is a
challenge that must be properly addressed for polarity
classification. And the emoticons which are introduced as
non-verbal expressive components in the written language
[14] to reflect the role played by facial expressions in speech.
Other very important preprocessing challenge is to detect
and analyze the uppercase letters since the positive and
negative expressions are commonly reported by the
uppercase of certain specific words (for example, '
#StarWars was UNBELIEVABLE! ') to express the intensity
of the user's feelings [15].
Il faut mettre un paragraphe ici qui rappelle l’objectif du
travail, et la structure du papier (comment il est organisé)
PREPROCESSING BACKGROUND
A. Preprocessing task Major steps
To overcome preprocessing challenges, This phase can be
carried out in several steps which depend on the nature of
the language and the analysis objectives. The major steps
are:
Data cleanin : parler brievement de son role et certaines
particularité du domaine
Preprocessing

Remove diacritics


Remove definite article () ال



Remove inseparable conjunction ()و



Remove suffixes and prefixes

Stopword Removal: activity for removing words that are
used for structuring language but do not contribute in any
way to its content. Some of these words are a, are, the,
was…
Tokenization: task for separating the full text string into a
list of separate words. This is simple to perform in spacedelimited languages such as English, Spanish or French, but
becomes considerably more difficult in languages where
words are not delimited by spaces like in Japanese, Chinese
and Thai [16].
Stemming: heuristic process for deleting word affixes and
leaving them in an invariant canonical form or “stem” [17].
For instance, person, person’s, personify and personification
become person when stemmed. The most popular English
stemmer algorithm is Porter’s stemmer [18].
Lemmatization: algorithmic process to bring a word into its
non inflected dictionary form. It is analogous to stemming
but is achieved through a more rigorous set of steps that
incorporate the morphological analysis of each word [19].
B. Arabic dialect preprocessing challenges
 Preprocessing phase is faced to several problems,
which are related to the sentiment analysis context.
Match result against a list of patterns. If a match is
found, extract the characters in the pattern
representing the root.



.Match the extracted root against a list known
"valid"‖ roots



Replace weak letters  و ا يwith و



Replace all occurrences of Hamza  ؤ ء ئwith ا



Two letter roots are checked to see if they should
contain a double character. If so, the character is
added to the root.

Table 1 shows different challenges in preprocessing the
Arabic dialect.
Dialect challenges

Example

Preprocessing
Problem

Replacement of the
kasra
(“i”
vowel/sound as in
liberty) by the sukun
(diacritic that marks
the absence of a
vowel)
at
the
beginning of a word
Bypassing
or
avoiding the Hamza
to be pronounced as
a “ya”
Some pronouns are
slightly
modified
from their MSA

In MSA )” كتابkitAb”)
In MorD ْ )” كتابktAb”)
In English (Book)

For the possessive, it
is common to add
the word  )دياليmy)
instead of just the
MSA
suffixed
pronoun.

) كتابيktAby”)
)كتاب ديالي
My book

Some
of
the
interrogative
particles are slightly
modified.

 )”فينfyn”fen”fin” for
“where”),
)”شكون
shkoun”chkon”
for
“who”),

The negation is
introduced by means
of the word  )» ماmA
») and the suffix ش
with the sukun on it
(« sh »)

as in  ممشيتش.Negation
also has some other
expressions such as) mA
rAnysh, “I am not”) or
 )ماراناشmarAnAsh, “We
are not”), etc;

These are stop word
modified in Moroccan
dialect, so they are not
covered by the stop
word dictionary of the
Arabic language.
Instead of having a
single word which
will be processed by
tokenization, we will
have an additional
word which will be
considered as a stop
word and it must be
taken over in the
dictionary of stop
words to be deleted.
Another example of
stop word that does
not comply with their
correspondents
in
Arabic, hence the
difficulty of detecting
them
Difficulty
detecting
negation since it will
be represented in the
same word with one
more
prefix
and
suffix.

a number of words
that are not of
Arabic origin have
percolated
into
MorD,

such as “( طابلةTAblah”)
for
Table
from
French,’’)”كارطبلي
carTably”) for “my
schoolbag”,
from
French, etc.

More words which are
not part of the Arabic
language, but which
are of French origin,
which broadens the
basis for tokenization

Words
contain
numbers instead of
letters

Mo9ati3one
Mokatiône

Characters that are
expressed as numbers
that must be taken
care of in stop word
and tokenization.

In MSA (“ مائدةMA’ida”)
In
MorD
(“مايده
MAydah”)
In English (Table)
 )”نتوماntouma”) for )”أنتم
antoum”) (« ntiya (« نت
or  )» نتيnti») instead
of  )»انتanti »)

for

Problem
with
stemming , so we
must include all these
possible forms of
writing

Same problem
stemming

in

The above, especially the part related to the use of words of
non-Arabic origin and Stop word, already highlights some
of the Challenges of preprocessing MorD.

sentiment term frequencies to identify the subjectivity and
the polarity of different Arabic reviews and comments.
Experimental results showed a 90% accuracy using KNearest Neighbor (KNN) classifier.

RELATED WORKS

The authors of [25] studied three lexicon construction
techniques, one manual technique and two automatic. In
addition, an Arabic SA tool is designed. Experiments showed
that using the lexicon of 16,800 word created by integrating
the three different lexicon construction techniques detailed in
their study is the most useful. The accuracy of implementing
the Arabic SA tool was 74.6%

Several studies have been interested in sentiment analysis
and a variety of approaches has been developed, especially
for English language. However, researches are more limited
for other languages including Arabic. This section discusses
researches in the field of sentiment analysis for Arabic
dialects.
Be Bilal Abta and Asma Al-Omari [4] presented an
algorithm containing a new set of rules for the Gulf dialects
analysis. It concerns Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar, the United
Arab Emirates and parts of eastern Saudi Arabia and some
parts of southern Iraq. This new algorithm is able to handle
all known Arabic dialects by defining new rules and the
fusion of these rules with the rules currently used and also to
treat all non-Arabic words used in Arabic dialects
Assia Soumeur et al [20] tackled the problem of SA of
Algerian Facebookers’ comments on published pages
belonging to various companies. First, they studied the
specificity of Algerians Dialect and the linguistic behaviour
of Algerians on social media. They built a corpus of more
than 25000 sentiment-annotated comments. This corpus then
went through a preprocessing phase each step of which was
evaluated in terms of its impact on the quality of the data
using a Naïve Bayes classifier. They noticed the strong
impact of this phase on the results they obtained, the
performance significantly increasing after each step. Two
types of deep neural networks have been implemented. The
first is a (deep) MLP where the best configuration gave an
accuracy of 81.6%. The second is a Convolutional Neural
Network that reached an accuracy of 89.5%. These, they
believe, are very encouraging results given the complexity of
AlgD on social media
Huda Jamal et al [21] focused on sentiment analysis of
Arabic tweets written using either Modern Standard Arabic
or Sudanese dialectical Arabic. They have created their own
lexicon which contain 2500 words and they have applied
three different classifiers
In [23], the authors exploited the NB classifier to help
classify Arabic Facebook posts informally written and in
different dialects (mainly Syrian, Egyptian, Iraqi and
Lebanese). Results show that better results are achieved
when Naïve search is used as a binary classifier to classify
the Facebook posts as being either objective or subjective.
The authors extended their classification to include spam and
dual sentiments (posts including two different sentiments).
The authors of [24] proposed a colloquial Non-Standard
Arabic-Modern Standard Arabic-Sentiment Analysis Tool
(CSA-MSA-SAT) that is used to determine the polarities of
different colloquial Arabic and MSA reviews and comments
using 18 manually built polarity lexicons (9 domain specific
positive polarity lexicons, 9 domain specific negative
polarity lexicons, and 2 general purpose lexicons). The
domains covered are: technology, books, education, movies,
places, politics, products, and society. These lexicons consist
of 1,080 Arabic reviews from around 70 different social
media and news websites. The algorithm used is based on the

The authors of [26] proposed an approach that
automatically classifies different opinions written in MSA
or/and colloquial Arabic into a predefined set of categories.
The authors used the same 18 manually built lexicons used in
[7]. Three algorithms were proposed: a subjectivity
algorithm to categorize Arabic reviews as facts or opinions, a
polarity algorithm to determine the polarity (positive,
negative, neutral or undetermined) of evaluated Arabic
reviews, and a strength/intensity algorithm used to determine
the strength/intensity (strong positive, strong negative, weak
positive, weak negative, neutral or an undetermined review)
of evaluated Arabic reviews.
Other researches were conducted on Arabic tweets. The
authors of [27] developed a framework that determines the
polarity of Arabic Tweets. A primary contribution of the
authors is that they provide lexicons making it possible to
handle Jordanian dialects, Arabizi and emoticons. The
authors applied three classifiers NB, SVM and KNN on
25000+ tweets and experimental results showed that the
highest accuracy is 76.78% achieved by the NB classifier
without using the stop words filter and stemming with folds
of 5.
The authors of [28] proposed a lexicon-based
computationally light method for sentiment analysis of
Arabic tweets on mobile devices. The proposed method
classifies the tweet into positive, negative, objective or
neutral using decision trees as the classification model.
Experiments were conducted using a corpus of 2300
manually annotated Arabic Tweets. A SC accuracy of 67.3%
was obtained.
In [29], the researchers combined different approaches to
design and implement a subjective SA system. The authors
also presented an improvement to the hybrid approach
proposed in [30], and this is done using the merged lexicon,
along with a modified semantic orientation algorithm and
then applying the feature selection using the Information
Gain measure. Results showed an 84% polarity classification
accuracy and an 81% subjectivity classification accuracy.
In [30]; the two components are a lexicon and an SA tool.
The authors started by building an Arabic corpus of 4000
textual comments, collected from twitter and Yahoo!Maktoob. An Arabic lexicon is then built from a seed of 300
words, positive words are given the weight +1 and negative
words are given the weight -1. Next, the lexicon-based tool is
created. The accuracy of this tool reaches 70.05% without
light stemming and only on twitter comments, however the
accuracy on Yahoo!-Maktoob without light stemming is
63.75%.
The author of [31] proposed a SA and Negation
Resolving system for Arabic Text Entailment (SANATE).

For experimentation, the dataset for Arabic textual
entailment (ArbTEDS) consisted of 618 text-hypothesis
pairs. Each texthypothesis pair is entered in the ATE system
and SANATE system. The accuracy of ATE is 0.617 and the
accuracy of SANATE is 0.693. These results show that
resolving the negation and classifying text polarity, increases
the performance of detecting the entailment relation and
nonentailment relation.
ABUATA et al [32] extracted the stem of dialect words
used in Arabian Gulf countries (Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar,
UAE, Saudi, Eastern Area, and South of Iraq.





Preprocessing

and



Dataset: Size and Source of dataset.




Data cleaning that deal with the noisy data;
Normalization: which allow to generate consistent
word forms ( Stemming, Lemmatisation,
Normalizing repeated letters and Replaceslangs
Stop words: activity for removing words that are
used for structuring language but do not contribute
in any way to its content. Some of these words are
a, are, the, was…
Stemming : heuristic process for deleting word
affixes and leaving them in an invariant canonical
form or “stem”



2.1. Criteria
In our comparative study, we regroup and
synthesize the researches done in the last few years.
The comparison criteria adopted are :

before

after

Preprocessing



1. A COMPARATIVE STUDY

Language:



Validation:
precision

a

validation

parameter

of

Year:
Table 1 Summary of research in dialect Arabic

Ref

Year

[33]

2019

[34]

Language

Dataset

Data
cleaning

Normalization

Stop
Words

Stemming

Validation

DURL;
DP;DD,
DRC

Remplacement
Emoticones
-Normalisation
of Hamzaa &
Alef & ya
Remplacement
Acronyms
Abbreviation

Automatic

NO

89.5%

DRC

Remplacement
of Tatweel

Manual

YES

82.4%

Before
French
letters

After
Arabic
letters

Source
FB

Size
25 475
comments

2014

Egyptian
dialect

Egyptian
dialect

FB

1350
comments

[35]

2017

Jordanian
Dialect

Jordanian
Dialect

TW

1000 tweets

DU,DSS

Remplacement
Emoticones
-Normalisation
of Hamzaa &
Alef & ya

Manual

YES

82.1%

[36]

2018

Kuwaiti
Dialect

Kuwati
Dialect

TW

340,000
tweets

DU,DP

Normalisation
of Hamzaa &
Alef & ya

Automatic

NO

76%

[37]

2015

Jordanian
dialect

TW

1000 tweets

DU;
DP;DD,

Manual

NO

75%

[38]

2017

Tunisian
Dialect

Jordanian
Arabic
dialect
Tunisian
Dialect

FB
TW

5,521 tweets
from TEC

Automatic

YES

81.9%

9,976
comments
from TSAC
800 tweets

DRC

Remplacement
of emoticons

[39]

2018

Jordanian
dialect

Jordanian
dialect

TW

22550 tweets

2019

moroccan
dialect
and
Berber
Tamazight

Standard
Arabic

TW

700 tweets

[41]

2018

Moroccan
dialect

Standard
Arabic

NP

[42]

2018

Moroccan
dialect

Moroccan
dialect

[43]

2018

Egyptian
dialect

[45]

2017

Jordanian
and Saudi
Arabia
dialect

[40]

Manual

NO

78.4%

DRC

Normalisation
of Hamzaa &
Alef & ya

Manual

NO

69%

2000 reviews

DU;
DP;DD,

Automatic

NO

83.91%

TW

6750 tweets

DRC

Normalisation
of Hamzaa &
Alef & ya
Remplacement
of emoticons

Manual

YES

92%

Egyptian
dialect

TW

151,500tweets

Manual

NO

93.56%

Jordanian
and Saudi
Arabia
dialect

NP

28,576
reviews

Normalisation
of Hamzaa &
Alef & ya
Normalisation
of Hamzaa &
Alef & ya

Automatic

NO

95%

FB:Facebook;
DU: Deleted URLS
DSS: Special symbols;
C.

DU;
DP;DD,

DU;
DP;DD,
DRC

TW:Twitter;
NP : Newspaper
DP: Deleted Punctuation DE: Deleted Elongation
DRC: Repeated character

Analysis study

Most studies have followed the steps of pre-treatment, but in
their own way. the goal is to reduce noise for more accurate
results. Pretreatment in all the work begins with a step of
cleaning data, conducting a removal of URLs, hashtags,
repeated characters, emoticons and special characters ...
with differences from one job to another of the elements
included in this list, first cleaning layer is carried out on the
relevant datasets. Subsequently, among the most important
elements, the removal of words stops is done manually in
some work or automatically on others by building a stop
word dictionary based on rules. This step represents a great
challenge and a remarkable effort when it comes to work
performed on a dialect, unlike the works that deal with
structured languages. Then, the normalization step will take
place, with a broad base of opportunities that can be used to
write the words in a dialect, the task becomes complicated,
that's why most of the work is a right stemming from the
structured part and ignore the unstructured part, if other they
make a further effort to develop rules to find the roots of the
words of the informal dialect as the case of the analytical
work that has been done on the dialect of the Gulf countries
and that of Egypt.
These steps differ from one work to another and will impact
the final outcome, sources of information in the Data
cleaning or level of standardization, can be lost as
emoticons, hashtags that can give an idea about subjectivity
of opinion, or even the repetition of characters that can also
provide information on the strength of this opinion,
however, the overall goal is to remove noise and see

a clean dataset on which a classification can be applied
correct.

DD: Deleted Diacritics
CONLCUSION

Sentiment analysis plays an essential role in decisionmaking in different fields such as politics, digital marketing
(product and service evaluation), and for studying social
phenomena. Because of its high value for practical
applications, there has been an explosive growth in research
in academia and applications in the industry.
However, there is a remarkable lack of treatment on
unstructured languages such as the Arabic dialect "Darija as
an example", yet These dialects represent a rich source of
information especially that they are the most used by the
population on non-professional social networks
This lack may be due to the difficulty of processing these
languages, especially in terms of pretreatment, something
that pushes us to take up the challenge and try to fill this gap
in order to exploit a little used wealth.
In a future enhancement, we can use other criteria more for
annotation on which we do not focus in this works. Analysis

of hashtags and emoticons in addition to the texts will be
one more tool for annotating comments and repeating words
altogether and not just the characters that we may be also
useful for assigning depth
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